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Abstract—Application interference is prevalent in datacenters due to contention over shared hardware resources. Unfortunately, understanding interference in live datacenters is more difficult than in controlled environments or on simpler architectures. Most approaches to mitigating interference rely on data that cannot be collected efficiently in a production environment. This work exposes eight specific complexities of live datacenters that constrain measurement of interference. It then introduces new, generic measurement techniques for analyzing interference in the face of these challenges and restrictions. We use the measurement techniques to conduct the first large-scale study of application interference in live production datacenter workloads. Data is measured across 1000 12-core Google servers observed to be running 1102 unique applications. Finally, our work identifies several opportunities to improve performance that use only the available data; these opportunities are applicable to any datacenter.



I. I NTRODUCTION Application interference occurs when multiple applications contend for shared resources such as processor time, cache space, or I/O pins. In datacenters, interference is particularly undesirable as it hurts performance and increases operating costs. Chip multi-processors (CMPs), which are widely used in datacenters, are a key contributor to interference. CMPs offer increased throughput and reduced power consumption over traditional single processor chips [41]. However, they also exacerbate interference because more applications typically run on a single physical machine. To leverage the performance benefits of CMPs, system designers must understand and prevent application interference to the greatest possible extent. Unfortunately, the complex characteristics of datacenter workloads and architectures make application interference difficult to reason about. High heterogeneity of applications and high core utilization targets mean that datacenters’ CMPs are filled with a wide variety of multi-threaded applications. Because these applications are diverse in their performance objectives, resource requirements, and inputs, and because datacenters put severe limitations on performance monitoring, it is a challenge to even measure application interference, let alone to manage it. Yet, as more applications migrate to datacenters, it has become critically important to keep negative application interference under control. Many current approaches to monitor and combat interference work well on solitary machines, but fall short in a datacenter environment. Some techniques involve predicting application performance at a high level of detail, which is SC12, November 10-16, 2012, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA c 978-1-4673-0806-9/12/$31.00 2012 IEEE



feasible in controlled settings with simple benchmarks and architectures, but becomes much more complex in datacenters. While it is possible to guess application performance at a high level and reduce interference to some degree, it is impossible to accurately predict performance to the level of precision required to eliminate it entirely. Other approaches use gladiator– style match-ups between applications to measure interference and find optimal scheduling solutions. This is not practical in a datacenter, mainly because of financial restrictions on how data can be measured. A third approach observes benchmark application performance (sometimes via simulation), then attempts to apply the observations to live applications. Some of these techniques rely on statistics that are not measurable in datacenters, while others are generous in their assumptions that noiseless and controlled offline measurements are later applicable in live, chaotic settings. To measure live datacenter application interference, a new methodology is needed. Such a methodology should ideally be able to capture the interference effects of thousands of applications, running with real user inputs on production servers with diverse architectural platforms. Furthermore, the methodology should be financially reasonable, not requiring hundreds or thousands of machines for simulations and not disturbing the performance of production services. In this paper, we use our experience with and exclusive access to live datacenter applications to expose the realities of measuring and analyzing interference in a datacenter. Then, we develop a methodology to measure live datacenter interference, and test the methodology on production servers at Google. Specifically: (1) We identify eight sources of complexity in interference measurement and analysis that are either unique to datacenters or frequently not handled by previous works (Section II). (2) We introduce a generally applicable methodology for measuring application interference in the restrictive environment of a datacenter (Section III). (3) As a proof-of-concept, the methodology is implemented and used in the first large–scale study of measured application interference in a live datacenter. We collect data from 1102 unique applications across 1000 Google servers, each running on 12 core, 24 hyper–thread Intel Westmeres. These measurements capture the performance of production workloads, live schedules, and real user



interaction (Section IV). (4) Given the information that can be measured in live datacenters, we outline opportunities to control negative application interference in datacenters (Section V). II. C OMPLEXITIES OF I NTERFERENCE IN A DATACENTER Application interference in a datacenter is much more challenging to reason about, measure, or predict than in a controlled environment or on a solitary machine. It is important for scheduling experts and datacenter systems specialists to understand what performance analysts are up against. This section describes eight specific complexities that are unique to datacenters or largely unaccounted for in past work, in some cases preventing the use of established methodologies for combating application interference. For example, many past works run an application on an isolated machine to determine its baseline performance, and then run the application with a single application co-runner to measure interference effects( [8], [12], [17], [23], [27], [33], [34], [39], [46], [47], [50]–[52]). The pairwise impacts are then incorporated into scheduling policies or used to fairly allocate resources between applications. Such techniques rely on well-defined, discrete applications and isolated measurements, neither of which is available in a datacenter. There are thousands of applications to test, user inputs vary in non-obvious ways (such that they cannot be simulated off-line), and applications are frequently re-written and updated. Other approaches estimate the resource usage of applications and attempt to schedule applications with complementary needs together ( [3], [5], [7], [10], [11], [15], [22], [24], [28], [36], [38], [42], [49]). While some general predictions can be made about application performance, it is challenging to make such predictions precise in the complex environment of a datacenter. The eight complexities below are common to most datacenters; to show that they are realistic, we use experiences and data from our measurement study of production servers at Google described in Section IV. A. Large Chips with High Core Utilizations When slow page loads translate into lost revenue, the pressure to deliver web content quickly is high. Datacenters are driving the demand for increasingly high-core-count chips. CMPs with as many as 100 cores already exist [48], with datacenters today using CMPs with tens of cores. The 1000 Google machines profiled in Section IV are 12-core machines supporting up to 24 hyperthreads. These core-crowded chips mean more applications are sharing resources, such as cache, that they otherwise would not share. Despite this, a survey of recent work in application interference shows that many researchers validate their solutions on chips with only two or four cores ( [3], [4], [10], [12], [13], [17], [21], [22], [27], [33], [46], [47], [49], [51], [52]). In the early days of CMPs, resource contention was not the issue it is today: core counts per chip were low, and datacenters have historically struggled to use all cores on a chip (see the



“bin-packing” problem discussed in [18]). Because it leads to power savings and better parallel performance, high core utilization is desirable, and it has been increasing along with per-chip core counts [26]. Today, core utilization is already high: in profiling the 24-hyperthread machines, we found that an average of about 14 hyperthreads were occupied. Figure 1 shows the full distribution of observed hyperthread occupancies.



Fig. 1. Datacenter machines are filled with applications. Profiling 1000 12-core, 24 hyperthread Google servers running production workloads, we found the average machine had more than 14 of the 24 hyperthreads in use. These results reveal the extent of multi-way interference, which is largely un-handled by existing interference management techniques.



B. Heterogeneous Application Mixes Datacenter servers not only support many application threads at once, but frequently also execute a diverse mix of applications on each machine. This is not surprising considering the massive number of different applications that run in datacenters today. For example, our profiling of the Google servers revealed 1102 unique applications. While a couple of these were system support applications and thus constantly or periodically running on all machines, the vast majority could be flexibly scheduled among servers in the fleet. Our measurements also showed that a machine runs at least five applications half of the time, and sometimes runs as many as 20 (see Figure 2). Characterizing interference is much simpler if only a couple of unique applications are scheduled together, so a lot of prior work assumes only two applications running on a machine at a time. According to Figure 2, such methodologies would apply only about 20% of the time. C. Fuzzy Application Delineations Sometimes, even trivial issues become complex in datacenter settings. To measure application interference, there must be some definition of an application. Applications might be defined as narrowly as on a per process basis, or they can be delineated by user, input, or code segment. The division of applications is tricky though; define them too narrowly, and there will be insufficient data to get useful interference



our measurement study, Google would not allow us to measure the baseline performance of applications on isolated machines due to the cost. G. Limited Measurement Capabilities



Fig. 2. Datacenter servers have diverse application mixes. Google server profiling reveals that most machines run five or more unique applications at once, and sometimes as many as 20. Many past works consider only two applications running together at a time, a scenario present only 20% of the time in to this data.



information. Define them too coarsely, and performance variations unrelated to application interference may inadvertently be captured. There is no clear right choice for how applications should be delineated. In the Section IV study and in Figure 2, each unique binary is considered to be an application, which is a fairly coarse-grained classification. D. Varying and Sometimes Unpredictable Inputs Unlike in controlled environments, applications in a datacenter are added or refactored frequently. Many applications accept user inputs and can experience significant performance swings based on usage, sometimes with predictable periodicity, and sometimes without. It is intuitive that input could affect how an application interferes or is interfered with (Jiang and Shen [22] show this formally), but most prior studies use just single–input benchmarks. E. Varying Micro-architectural Platforms Performance changes depend on the micro-architectural platform as well as inputs. In a large datacenter, it is uncommon for all servers to use the same micro-architecture. As new chips become available, datacenters incrementally update their servers, resulting in an evolving, heterogeneous mix of platforms. Most past work does not consider this, but interference measurement and mitigation techniques should ideally be micro-architecture independent. F. Unknown Optimal Performance Many existing interference solutions rely on knowing an application’s optimal performance without interference. For static input benchmarks, this is as simple as running the application on a dedicated machine. At a datacenter, isolating a production application on a dedicated machine is a prohibitively expensive way to find baseline performance, especially given the number of applications to evaluate and the need for frequent re-evaluation as inputs, architectures, or even the applications themselves change. When we conducted



Performance analysts at datacenters are restricted in other ways as well. For example, an extremely limiting restriction that we had to work around in developing our methodology for the Google study was that we had to keep our profiling overhead as low as possible, and preferably well under one percent. Google’s rationale, which is likely to be echoed by other datacenter companies, is that excessive overhead in measuring is not always a worthwhile investment. The financial losses caused by too much measurement perturbation in the present may outweigh future performance gains that are discoverable with the additional measurements. H. Corporate Policy and Structure Other difficulties relate to corporate policy and the often large size of datacenter companies. For example, performance analysts and scheduling policy makers might work in completely separate teams. That means performance analysis results must be sufficiently flexible to be fed into completely independent scheduling tools. A large company might also delay the deployment of new performance monitoring tools for strategic or accounting reasons. As a result, new solutions might not be testable or applicable for months. Performance objectives of an individual application may also compete with system-wide goals. Even if it were easy to identify and quantify every instance of negative interference, it is not always clear how each instance should be resolved. For example, in most cases a latency-sensitive application’s performance is prioritized over less important applications, but performance must also be balanced with cost-efficiency. Thus, even latencysensitive applications are likely to be co-scheduled with other applications to keep utilization up. III. A M ETHODOLOGY FOR M EASURING I NTERFERENCE IN L IVE DATACENTERS Put together, all of the complications outlined in the previous section make for intricate interference scenarios with restricted means to collect data about interference. Here we outline a series of techniques that form the first complete methodology for measuring application interference in the restrictive environment of a live production datacenter. Figure 3 shows an overview of this methodology. First, performance data is measured in small samples on live production servers using a small number of remote collection machines. Next, the data is examined to find per-application baseline performance comparators and to identify interference relationships between applications. These relationships are then made to be architecture independent so that performance data can be aggregated across all of the machines monitored. Afterwards, the aggregated performance data and the baseline performance indicators can be used together to analyze system-wide application interference.



and collection duration per machine can be tuned so that they are high enough to record useful information, but not so high that performance monitoring is overly intrusive. B. Statistical Performance Indicators



Fig. 3. A methodology for measuring application interference on live production servers is described in Section III.



One challenge of assessing interference relationships in datacenters is that the optimal performance of applications is usually unknown. Because the cost of isolating an application on a machine is high, it is rarely possible to find out how an application would perform with no application interference, so performance measurements of an application in the wild are usually clouded by several co-running applications. Instead of using optimal performance as a baseline, we can use a statistical performance indicator. After collecting sampled performance metrics, a statistical estimator that aggregates these fine grained measurements can be used as a comparator for future observed samples. An example statistical indicator is the mean cycles per instruction (CPI) of a large number of samples. Although some dimensionality is lost in aggregation, a statistical performance indicator works well for a couple of reasons. First, only one hardware counter needs to be monitored, so the necessary information can be safely collected without perturbing live applications. Second, the indicator can be compactly stored and updated for large numbers of samples and applications. The biggest risk of using performance indicators is that phase changes of an application may be mistaken for application interference. We outline a workaround in the discussion in Section VI. C. Identifying Sample-Sized Interference Relationships



A. Collecting Low-Overhead Performance Metrics The most accurate way of capturing interference relationships in a datacenter is to measure them live. Since it is critical not to degrade performance, all measurements taken must have as little overhead as possible. Past work shows that sampling-based performance monitoring minimally perturbs applications. For example, the Google-Wide Profiling (GWP) tool [44], from which we borrow some measurement ideas, profiles live applications with less than 0.01% overhead using sampling-based monitoring. GWP samples performance data using perf [1], a Linux performance monitoring tool. Perf not only has low overhead, but it also provides abstractions over hardware capabilities, meaning the same monitoring commands can be issued on many different hardware platforms in a datacenter. The tool samples a number of measurable events including software events that interface with the kernel (such as page faults) and hardware events reported from the processor (such as CPU-cycles and various types of cache misses). To further limit overheads, performance information can be reported to a small number of remote, non-production machines for later analysis. Also, sampling periods and frequencies — the number of occurrences of an event per sample, and the average rate of samples per second, respectively —



In a controlled experiment, two applications can be run simultaneously on a machine, with applications’ performance interactions monitored for the duration of their execution. As Section II explained, such co-scheduling cannot be forced in a datacenter. Another complicating factor in determining interference relationships is that applications run for extremely varying amounts of time. One application may run for a week, for example, during which time many different sets of other applications may alternately share the same machine. Thus, it is difficult to attribute the original application’s performance to any one (or even any one set of) co-running applications. To learn specific interference relationships, live data must be carefully filtered. Each performance sample includes a time-stamp, which can be used to identify which samples overlap in runtime, and eventually reveal interference relationships. Specifically, for a given base sample, we compile a list of the given sample’s co-runners. A co-runner is a sample that ran for the entire duration of the base sample. We use an algorithm similar to liveness analysis in compilers to identify co-runners. The input is the starting time of each base sample, from which we work backwards to find other samples that were “live” for the duration of the base sample. Figure 4 shows an example of samples from two CPUs and the corresponding co-runner relationships between those



D. Interference Classes



Fig. 4. Sample sized co-runners. Timelines of two CPUs on the same machine are shown to the left. Each segment represents a performance sample (e.g., 2 million instructions) from an application. For example, A1 is the first sample of application A. The table to the right shows the co-runner samples for each base application sample. Application A1 has two co-runners because two consecutive samples of application B run for its duration. In this contrived example, sample C1 is especially long to illustrate the uncommon case of a sample having no co-runners.



samples. Each segment in the figure is a different sample, and letter labels are application names so that A1 is the first sample of an application A. Since by definition, co-running samples must run for the same amount of time or longer than the base sample, it may not be possible to identify corunners for long samples. This can be mitigated by combining successive samples when we are looking for co-runners of a base sample. In Figure 4, sample A1 has two co-runners because two successive samples of application B run for its duration. Some samples still may not have co-runners (as illustrated by the long sample C1). When applying this methodology (Section IV), we found that this is the case for just 0.6% of the samples. This number can be kept low if the number of samples per scheduling context-switch is relatively high; if many samples in a row are of the same application, it is more likely that co-runner relationships can be identified. Extrapolating application-level interference relationships from a collection of sample-sized relationships is straightforward. First, all of the base samples for the base application are identified. Those samples are then sorted by their identified corunners. Any base samples with the same sets of co-runners can be aggregated to determine the interference relationship between the base application and a set of co-running applications. With enough samples, this technique becomes scheduleindependent. Depending on the schedule, more samples may be collected that represent a certain interference relationship, but with prolonged sampling, all interference relationships that occur can eventually be identified. Thus, interference relationships can be determined without any prior knowledge of the scheduling policy. This is extremely useful in a datacenter, because scheduling policies may be very complex, and may even be unknown to those trying to understand interference.



Interference depends on the resources that two applications are contending for. Depending on the topology of the architectural platform, all applications sharing a chip may not have equal influence on one another. Consider, for example, two applications which share all of their cache versus two applications that share only interfaces to peripheral devices (like an I/O hub). Our analysis distinguishes between such types of interference using architecture independent interference classes. An interference class defines the closest relationship (in terms of resource sharing) that two applications running on the same chip might have. The closest interference relationship is between two applications running on different hyperthreads of a single core. Such applications contend for everything from execution slots to cache to memory control and I/O resources. A more distant relationship would be between applications which share the same last level cache and resources beyond. The loosest interference class is between two applications which are on the same chip, but which do not share any resources except their interface to peripheral devices. Others have used interference classes to estimate the potential amount of interference in various assignments of applications to a machine (see contention groups in [19] for example). We see a few additional reasons that defining interference classes can be beneficial. First, it allows for data to be aggregated simply across samples on many-core machines — all shared core co-runners, for example, can be considered equivalent. Next, it allows for the aggregation of data across machines with different (but similarly symmetric) architectural platforms. Finally, interference classes help reduce the complexity when considering the range of possible co-schedules of multiple applications at a time. IV. A PPLYING THE M EASUREMENT M ETHODOLOGY We now apply the general application interference measurement techniques established in the previous section to conduct the first large-scale study of interference on production Google servers running workloads with live user interaction. Unlike past work, this study does not rely on benchmarks or simulation. The study illustrates the noisiness of production interference that any datacenter interference analyst must negotiate. It also reveals that some interference patterns are visible above the noise, leading to exploitable performance opportunities, which are discussed in Section V. A. Collecting Performance Metrics We used the perf tool and remote collection methodology described in Section III to collect samples across 1000, 12core production servers at Google. As described, the basic methodology allows for a choice between a number of different performance events to monitor. Unfortunately, there is no single perfect hardware counter that accurately indicates performance across a variety of applications. There is substantial debate about what, if any, hardware counter event can accurately indicate performance across a variety of applications. With such a large number of applications to compare, it



Fig. 5. Median IPC is a good performance indicator for the Google data collected. Each graph shows the performance variations of the specified application when scheduled with eight of their most common co-runners. The overall median IPCs for each base application correspond well to their performance curves.



is nearly impossible to use application-specific metrics (such as time per transaction) for this study. Application run time cannot be used either because it is not necessarily related to performance in datacenters (for example, an ads server might run continually until stopped for an update). Some have suggested that last level cache (LLC) miss rates are the best indicators for interference studies [8], while others note that LLC will not accurately monitor all workloads, especially those that are memory bound [46]. Other work suggests that contention for memory bandwidth and buses might be a good indicator [28], [38], [40]. To capture the effects of cache and memory contention, we use instructions per cycle (IPC) to indicate performance in this study. Although it has been widely used in past interference studies (e.g., [7], [16], [33], [36], [37], [42]), there is debate about IPC too. In particular, Alameldeen and Wood found that architectural enhancements can cause IPC to improve even as application performance worsens, or vice versa — especially for multi-threaded applications [2]. To avoid such unexpected discrepancies, we ensured that the profiled servers were identical in all respects, including chip type, clock speed, RAM, and operating system. If future studies are conducted across multiple architectural platforms, it may be necessary to consider metrics other than IPC. Application IPC was sampled every 2.5 million instructions. After 2.5 million instructions executed on a production server’s core, a remote profiling machine recorded the time-stamp, the location of the core on its machine, and the application executing. In post-processing, the elapsed time per sample was connected with the machines’ clock speed to get the IPC of each sample. Over the course of the study, the remote profiler encountered 1102 unique binaries and collected nearly 350 million samples. See Table I for a summary of the collection statistics.



TABLE I P ROFILING AND C OLLECTION S TATISTICS Performance Sample Size Monitored Indicator



2.5 × 106 instructions Instructions per cycle (IPC)



Number of Machines* *Machines identical in all respects (e.g., clock speed, RAM, O/S) Threads / Core Cores / Socket Sockets / Machine Threads / Machine Unique Binaries Encountered Samples Collected (all 1102 applications)



1000 2 6 2 24



1102 3.45 × 108



provided our samples are representative of the system as a whole, a scheduling dependent performance indicator tells us what the normal performance of an application is in the datacenter overall. We believe the samples were representative, as our collections spanned 1000 international machines and a period of twelve hours. Second, it did not make sense for us to try to account for the scheduling system, because the policies in place at Google are not only highly complex, but also highly secretive. If scheduling policies change in the future, the methodology does not need to be revised, but new statistical performance indicators should be calculated. To evaluate the choice of medians, we can look at where medians fall on the performance curves of the data collected. Figure 5 shows the distributions of performance samples for four common Google applications (streetview, bigtable, video_transcoder, and scientific). The y-axes on the graph show the percentage of samples that range from the minimum to maximum IPC of each application on the x-axes. The graphs reveal that medians are a representative aggregate indicator. (Note that all absolute and relative IPC values have been anonymized at Google’s request.)



B. Statistical Performance Indicators From the raw samples we calculated a statistical performance indicator to estimate a baseline performance for each application. Because the collected IPCs did not form a normal distribution, we use medians rather than mean as an indicator. For each application and for each sample, we calculated and recorded the median IPC. Note that this aggregated metric is scheduling dependent, and we did not examine the schedule in our calculations. There are two reasons for this. First,



C. Identifying Sample-Sized Interference Relationships Returning to the raw, unaggregrated performance samples, the next step was to find co-runners among application samples. As explained in Section III-C, by definition co-running samples must be longer running than or equal length to the base application sample. Because of this, we were concerned that the samples dropped due to lack of co-runner might be biased towards the slower samples. However, the effects were
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Fig. 6. Westmere Interference Classes. The profiled Intel Westmeres are dual-socket machines, supporting 12 hyperthreads per socket. Interference relationships are partitioned into three classes as depicted here: shared core, shared socket, and opposite socket.



not significant in the data collected. Across the most frequently occurring eight applications only 0.6% of the samples were dropped, with the peak being 3.47% for search. The impact on median IPC was negligible; dropping samples reduced it by just 0.23% on average. D. Defining Interference Classes The machines used for collection in this study all have the same chip, so only one set of interference classes was needed. The chips are Intel Westmeres, which have two hyperthreads per core and six cores sharing an L3 cache for a total of 12 hyperthreads per socket as pictured in Figure 6. With two sockets connected by an Intel Quick Path Interconnect (QPI) and to an I/O hub (IOH), each Westmere supports a total of 24 hyperthreads. Given this topology, there are three discernible interference classes, also depicted in Figure 6. The closest is between two applications on hyperthreads which share a core (shared core); then between two application threads on different cores but sharing a socket and thus an L3 cache (shared socket); and finally between two threads on the same machine but on different sockets (opposite sockets) which share only the QPI and IOH. For each of the sample co-runners previously identified, we looked at the relative core locations of the applications. Using these core locations, we assigned each pair of co-runners the appropriate interference class label. Between eight of the most commonly running applications we encountered, the average number of shared core samples ranged from 2000 to 45 million, with about 1 million samples on average. Between the same applications, the number of shared socket samples ranged from 12,000 to 400 million per application and 9.5 million on average. The opposite socket relationships ranged from to 14,000 to 500 million samples with 11 million on average. E. Analyzing Interference A primary question in past work is how does a base application’s performance change with a particular co-runner? This is a very challenging question to answer in a datacenter. One approach is to examine the performance effects of a given application on another by aggregating all of the performance



metrics from the sample-sized relationships of a particular base application and a particular co-running application. However, up to 22 other hyperthreads may be occupied with various unrelated applications during each of the samples, so this must be taken into account. It was rare to find only two applications running together on a machine, which is not surprising considering our earlier observation that Google maintains a high thread occupation rate (Figure 1) and runs diverse applications together on a single machine (Figure 2). The shared core interference relationship is especially important to understand as it is likely the strongest. Finding two applications running in isolation on the same core with the remaining threads empty was an extremely rare occurrence; probably due to intentional scheduling decisions to distribute resources. Regardless of the reasons, it is clear that noiseless data is hard to come by in a datacenter. Thus, pairwise comparisons can never fully capture all the causes of interference. Still, we wanted to attempt to see if shared core influences were strong enough to be apparent over the noise of applications scheduled on the rest of the machine. Though necessarily incomplete, if pairwise comparisons can yield any information, they are attractive for two reasons. First, reducing the comparison space makes the resulting information easier to collect, understand, and analyze. Also, some schedulers — including Google’s — are already prepared to accept pairwise scheduling information but not information about more complex relationships. To find shared-core influences, we aggregated the previously identified pairwise relationships of eight commonly running applications, filtering the samples to use only those that were labelled as shared core. To reduce random performance variations, we required that a minimum of 1000 samples be present for each aggregated metric to be significant; all 64 cross-pairings satisfied this minimum.



Fig. 7. Streetview’s performance variations across co–runners. Bars represent streetview’s normalized median performance when co–located with eight common co-runner applications. Dashed horizontal lines show overall variance of all measured streetview samples.



Figure 7 shows streetview as it shares a core with eight other applications (including different co-running instances of



its own binary). Other applications exhibit similar performance effects in their shared core co-runner graphs. In Figure 7, bars along the x-axis show the shared core co-runner of streetview, and the y-axis gives the normalized median IPC across each of the aggregated streetview and shared core co-runner samples. The dotted horizontal lines show the average variance across all of the measured (co-runner independent) streetview samples. We note that while it is difficult to tell an exact ordering of streetview’s best to worst co-runners given the large variance of the samples, it is clear that a few shared core co-runners interfere beyond the noise. We collected data on shared socket and opposite socket pairwise interference using similar techniques. The additional data is not included here because it does not add much insight. In part, this is because the pairwise influence of sharing a socket or machine can be weaker than when sharing a core. Consider, for example, a co-runner sharing a socket with a base application. The base application has one shared core corunner and ten shared socket co-runners on a Westmere (recall Figure 6). So, if we try to examine the effects of a single shared socket co-runner on the base application, we are also capturing the effects of at least ten other co-runners sharing as many or more resources with the base application. Fully understanding shared socket and shared machine influences would require examining interference patterns between larger groups of co-runners than pairs.



incorporates all possible co-schedules. This metric indicates the average expected performance fluctuation of an application across diverse scheduling scenarios. Next, the measured samples of a particular co-scheduling relationship can be compared to the overall variance. If a co-schedule affects an application beyond its normal variance, it is classified as a BNI. We applied this procedure to the Google data to see if any shared-core co-runners could be classified as BNIs. Figure 8 shows the performance of eight common Google applications when they were observed to be sharing a core with one of the other eight applications. Boxes in the matrix show the difference from the average variance (across all 1102 applications encountered in the study) of each base application (on the y-axis) for each co-runner (on the x-axis). A white box indicates that the shared-core co-runner positively interferes with the base application beyond the average variance, while a black box indicates negative interference beyond the average variance. Several negative BNIs (6 of 64 possible, or nearly 10%) emerge despite the fact that most of the observed data includes noise from other applications interfering outside of the shared core.



V. P ERFORMANCE O PPORTUNITIES Given a total ordering of interference relationships, some past works are able to find optimal schedules and sometimes nearly eliminate negative interference. An important goal of this work was to show that such solutions cannot be immediately successful when applied to datacenters, primarily because the precision required to determine a total ordering of relationships is not available. The measurement techniques in Section III outline a path towards better understanding application interference in datacenters, where the measurable information is necessarily more limited. Although it is disappointing that many insightful techniques cannot be immediately applied in datacenters, the good news is that in a datacenter even small reductions in application interference are valuable. In this section, we outline two techniques that are immediately applicable in a datacenter once the data outlined earlier in this paper has been collected. A. Restricting Beyond Noisy Interferers With many applications running on live machines, it is difficult to observe isolated (noise-free) interactions. Moreover, measurement restrictions make the discovery of a full ordering of co-runner preferences difficult. Despite the noise, the data still allow us to recognize that some applications interfere. We define beyond noisy interferers (BNIs) as applications that can be clearly seen to hamper another application’s performance despite the noisy data. To identify BNIs, we find the average variance from the mean performance of a base application that



Fig. 8. Beyond noisy interferers in the Google data. Shared core co-runner applications along the x-axis affect the performance of base applications along the y-axis. White boxes show co-runners that positively interfere beyond the average variance with base applications, while black boxes show co-runners that negatively interfere beyond the average variance.



Such observed BNIs do not yield a complete ordering of application co-schedule preferences, and thus do not allow allow the compilation of an optimal schedule. Negative BNIs can, however, indicate specific applications that should not run together. A simple scheduling policy change to restrict negative BNIs from running alongside the base application could result in significant performance gains. Similarly, positive BNIs might be purposely scheduled with a base application to improve its average performance. In some cases, even eliminating one or two negative corunners could result in significant performance improvements for an application. The potential for improvement can be estimated if we assume that in the absence of samples with the negative co-runner, the base application would perform



at its median performance with all other co-runners. Then, the improved median performance can be reverse engineered from the performance data already available as follows: first, calculate the fraction of samples where the base application runs with the negative co-runner and call it the “negative fraction”. Call the remaining samples the “neutral fraction”. Next, multiply the negative fraction by the median performance of the base application when running with the negative corunner and subtract this value from the overall median where the base application runs with any application including the negative co-runner. Finally, divide this value by the neutral fraction to get the new expected median performance. In the data pictured in Figure 8 for example, the bigtable application is a negative BNI for streetview. If we eliminate all instances of bigtable running with streetview and assume that streetview will then perform at its median, then streetview’s overall performance will have improved by about 1.3%. If we also exclude search from running with streetview and make the same assumption, streetview’s performance could jump as much as 2.2% system-wide. Though these effects may seem small, when multiplied across weeks or months of application execution on thousands of servers, such improvements could result in sizable monetary savings. B. Isolating Sensitive Applications and Exiling Antagonists It is interesting to know how sensitive an application is to performance changes. Several previous studies have looked at application sensitivities in the context of resource contention ( [24], [28], [31], [32], [46]), some of them using datacenter workload benchmarks. In these studies, sensitivity is defined in terms of an application’s optimal performance. As explained in Section II, it is difficult to ascertain a datacenter application’s optimal performance, but we can extend the earlier work to comply with the available data. Specifically, the variance data used to determine BNI application relationships in Figure 8 can also be used to determine an application’s overall sensitivity. Base applications with large performance variations across co-runners can be identified as sensitive to performance changes. For example, in Figure 8 the scientific and streetview applications have shared core co-runners that cause their performance to swing both above and below one average variance. If the performance of these two applications (or any sensitive application) is important to the datacenter, systems managers can decide to isolate the applications on their own core, or even their own machine. Antagonistic applications can be identified in a similar manner. A co-running application is antagonistic if it frequently causes base applications to exhibit negative performance swings beyond their average variances. In the figure, bigtable is a negative BNI for three applications, so it can be classified as antagonistic. Again, depending on the performance goals of the datacenter, it might make sense to exile such antagonistic applications to their own core or machine so that they do not negatively interfere with other applications’ performance.



VI. F UTURE O PPORTUNITIES Using the data collected in the Google study, it is possible to identify BNIs and to find sensitive and antagonistic applications that can be isolated or exiled, respectively. With extensions to the methodology outlined here, there are further opportunities to minimize interference and improve performance. A. Multi-dimensional Scheduling Constraints This initial study focuses on pairwise interference effects, for simplicity and because Google’s scheduler was already ready to accept pairwise scheduling inputs. There may also be significant trios or even larger sets of application coschedules with relevant interference patterns. For example, some application A might not perform poorly with either B or C as a co-runner, but may perform poorly when B and C are both co-runners. One could identify triplet (or larger) BNIs using the same techniques as for pairwise BNIs. Once identified, larger groups of BNIs could be employed in all the same ways as pairwise BNIs. As discussed in Section IV-E this would be particularly useful when examining the effects of interference beyond shared core. B. More Fine-grained Application Definitions It is well known that some applications exhibit distinct phases with different performance characteristics. Such phases might obfuscate the process of identifying performance effects. In our Google study, we were able to observe fairly stable performance (Figure 5) by limiting our measurement study to twelve hours because most of the applications had diurnal phases based on the peak and off-peak usage of users. For important applications, it may be worth the additional complexity to identify distinct phases more precisely. Then, each phase of the applications could be considered as separate “applications” when analyzing co-runner relationships. Similarly, if a given application’s performance is known to vary widely based on input, the application could be broken apart according to its usage pattern. C. Correlating Multiple Performance Events While data collection is limited to one performance event at a time, multiple events could be collected on separate trials and compared to give a fuller picture of application performance and interference. Correlating IPC with metrics such as LLC misses and I/O contention, could lead to more insight than examining any one metric on its own. The challenge of correlating multiple performance events is that application co-schedules have to be matched across trials. When we analyzed the Google data, we were able to greatly reduce the aggregation complexity by combining sample data across same shared-core co-runners without filtering based on the rest of the applications co-scheduled on the machine. This method is a starting point for correlating multiple events, but it would be more precise to match the full machine co-schedules instead of just matching shared-core co-runners.



VII. R ELATED W ORKS Several papers and textbook chapters highlight challenges associated with CMPs in datacenters. Ranganathan and Jouppi discuss challenges related to general trends in changing infrastructures at large datacenters [43]. Kas writes about problems that must be solved as datacenters adopt CMPs, but does not specifically address the difficulties involved in measuring application interference [26]. One relevant description of the challenges of resource interference between applications can be found in Illikkal et al.’s work which discusses potential performance problems due to shared resource interference but does not detail the challenges of measuring interference [20]. While this work is the first to conduct a datacenter scale application interference study on live production workloads, other researchers have conducted application interference studies geared towards datacenters. Rather than measuring live applications with user interaction, the following studies use benchmarks, simulations, and offline analysis of server workloads. While a benchmark runs, Mars et al. use performance counters to detect cache miss changes and identify contention so that schedules can be adaptively updated [34]. Another paper by Mars et al. measures changes in instruction rate to detect cross-core interference and adapt schedules accordingly [33]. Tang et al. try different thread-to-core mappings of benchmarks to methodically find the best co-schedules [47]. Another large scale study models resource interference of server consolidation workloads, finding core and cache contention [3]. This methodology requires estimates of cache usage and considers only two jobs co-scheduled at a time. Bilgir et al. simulate Facebook workloads to look for energy and performance benefits in assigning the correct number of cores and mapping applications effectively across CMPs [6]. The works by Carter et al. [9] and Levesque et al. [30] evaluate whether increasing core counts on Cray machines will improve scientific applications’ performance by estimating their memory bandwidth contention. Finally, Hood et al. [19] and Jin et al. [25] break down expected contention by class for different architectural platforms using microbenchmarks. They then estimate how real applications will perform on different architectural configurations. A number of other works have measured the use of shared resources on single machines. Moseley measured resource sharing between threads in simultaneous multithreading (SMT) processors using hardware performance monitoring [37]. Snavely and Tullsen conduct an impressively thorough study of application co-scheduling on SMT architectures [45]. Like us, they use sample-based performance monitoring, but their work uses simulation and benchmarks rather than live workloads and relies on testing a significant number of permutations of all jobs co-scheduled together. Azimi et al. also use hardware sampling of benchmarks to study how threads share resources so that they can optimize cache locality and determine how caches should be partitioned on SMT machines [4]. Zhang et al. perform an extensive examination of cache contention between applications on varying



CMP platforms [50], while Zhao et al. took a more detailed approach, monitoring not just cache sharing but occupancy and interference as well [52]. There is no dearth of related previous research proposing operating systems or hardware solutions to mitigate application interference. Unfortunately, many of the proposed ideas cannot accommodate the complexities outlined in Section II. It is difficult to give credit to everyone who has contributed to such a well studied area. We have already discussed a number of works in this area that use measured performance monitoring as input; another relevant body of work estimates applications’ resource usage to improve scheduling ( [5], [10], [11], [15], [23], [24], [28], [29], [38], [42]). There is also a series of work that adjusts access to computing resources like CPU processing speed and cache partitioning size to make resource sharing more fair ( [14], [16], [17], [20], [21], [27], [35], [36], [39], [49], [51]). VIII. C ONCLUSIONS This paper encourages researchers to develop scalable application interference solutions, and begins to pave the way for such work. To establish the difficult nature of this task, we first detail the challenges of measuring and analyzing application interference at datacenter scale, exposing eight specific challenges that are unique to datacenters or that remain largely un-addressed in past research. These factors combine to make interference effects in a datacenter exceedingly difficult to predict, measure, and correct. To assist in the efforts of understanding interference between datacenter applications, we suggest a collection of measurement techniques to work around the complexities. The new techniques are generically applicable for any datacenter, but as a proof-of-concept, we implement them to conduct an application interference study on production Google servers. The study is the first large-scale measurement study of application interference, revealing application interference “in the wild” on 1000 12-core machines running live commercial datacenter workloads. Using just data that is feasible to collect in the restrictive environment of a datacenter, we have outlined several opportunities to improve performance by reducing negative application interference. IX. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We would like to thank Google for providing the resources that made this study possible. The work was also supported in part by the National Science Foundation (CNS-1117135). We thank Lingjia Tang, Dave Levinthal, Stephane Eranian, Amer Diwan, and other Google colleagues for their insights and suggestions as we worked on this project. Finally, we want to acknowledge William Kramer and our anonymous reviewers for their helpful feedback on the paper. R EFERENCES [1] perf: Linux profiling with performance counters. https://perf.wiki.kernel. org/, July 2011. [2] A. R. Alameldeen and D. A. Wood. IPC considered harmful for multiprocessor workloads. IEEE Micro, 26(4):8–17, July 2006.
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